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A Seven-Leel World View

„For all to spring from nothing a oneness suffices“ ��(1) The 
binary code ��+�/���������������!�* ��+�/�������� ��+2/�3��
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Introduction: Structure, logic, insight and perception��������
and the metaphor of the spectral lines

Concept of as basic income
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Multimedia knowledge transfer

Lectures about the basic income ��?���Point presentations 
about economic policy ��K3��N�*
������!������;��5��Q
as video installation as infinite loop � Keynote speaker ��#U����W
tions with interactive use ��?��!���	�U	��������*������5�
degrees of complexity ��������	�����
���������5��*�
internet links

Binary code consisting of zero and one:
1st level of the Seven-Level World View

THE WORLD SPIRIT
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REASON A SEVEN-LEVEL WORLD VIEW BASIC INCOME

Board to present 235 file cards
with five degrees of complexity

Filter function of reason:
The theses as summary

Economic system:
3rd level of the world view

from the general ... ... to the particularc

The Seven-Level World View is an interpretation of the verse: 
„For all to derive from nothing a oneness suffices.“ by Gottried 
Wilhelm Leibniz. At the same time, knowledge is intended to 
serve as reparation for the expulsion from paradise in order to 
raise the potential for a better world.

Experience how (1) the binary code leads to (2) scientific studies, 
how these lead to (3) a science, how this leads to (4) the system 
of science, how this leads to (5) the history course, how this leads 
to (6) the world spirit, and how this leads to (7) the universe, 
which is based on (1) nothing and light.

The Bible saying "It was light" symbolizes the one to be deve- 
loped out of nothing, from which everything can be derived.

The „Studies of Economic Change“ give the evidence for the 
banal and absurd sounding theses that the working hours have 
to be reduced and the wages have to be increased while we 
have to be socially secure.

This is supported by a basic income in the amount of 60% of 
the average wage combined with an income tax of 40% for all 
for everything plus a social contribution between 0 and 25% 
depending on the working hours and the employment rate.

Declining growth rates due to the law of diminishing marginal 
utility meet with increasing productivity rates due to the idea of 
the evolution theory. The alternatives are maximum welfare in 
a leisure-oriented society or full employment and poverty.

Our imaginations of the world and our consciousness determine 
mainly the criteria from which the economic rules are deduced 
from. But the globalization of the world economy reveals the 
failure of these rules for most people. Despite the inconsistency 
of the so called economics they are assumed to be a science. 
However, they are largely based on politically motivated beliefs 
and interests.

Superstition has to be replaced by reason. Skeptical doubts 
should not only serve philosophers for intellectual pleasure.  
Instead alleged economic-political laws and regulations should 
be subject to critical scrutiny. What is beleaved as true leads to 
not sustainable and/or wrong solutions - the exchange of cause 
and effect is fatal.

First of all, based on nothing and light, a model of the universe is 
developed. This gives the evidence for the sentence: Theory and 
practice as well as mind and matter are related to each other. The 
3rd level of the Seven-Level World View consists of a science. 
An economic system based on logic and reason is used as an 
example:

Therefore logical thinking is the fundament of deriving a system 
of goals including conflicting goals to set up measures for 
practical actions - with the vision of democratizing the decision 
about the economic growth level.

The work „THE WORLD SPIRIT“ is a science of reason based 
on self studies.


